Pure BioScience scores the Super Seal™ Touch a perfect 10

"The Enercon sealer installation was quick and painless. We took it out of the box, leveled it, and it was running immediately.

Since installing the Super Seal™ Touch, we have increased production, decreased our downtime, and are more confident about the integrity of our packaging than ever.

On a scale of one to ten, the next time PURE BioScience purchases an induction sealer, the likelihood of it being a Super Seal™ is a ten."

- Andrew Lerch
Production Manager Packaging
Pure BioScience

---

Congratulations to Bill Zito on his Packaging Hall of Fame election. PMMI’s panel recognized Bill’s career achievements in advancing the packaging industry through education and application of induction sealing technology. Bill will be inducted at an awards ceremony at Pack Expo.

Scan your badge. Help PMMI and Gridiron Greats

In recognition of Bill’s career, Enercon is creating a Bill Zito Scholarship Award. In addition we’re also making a donation to the Gridiron Greats which assists retired NFL players.

How are the Gridiron Greats connected to Enercon? Bill played football with Mike Ditka at the University of Pittsburgh, and they have been lifelong friends ever since.

Every badge scanned at our booth will increase our donation and we’ll also be giving away a Gridiron Greats Football Jersey autographed by Mike Ditka.
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Inventing a vented solution...

TricorBraun Performance Systematix and Enercon devised a solution to prevent leaks during transport and container bloating/contracting. Performance Systematix’s vented Circumvent® foam liner and a vented Airfoil® heat induction seal provides a tamper-evident and leak proof seal that allows the product to breathe without leaking. “A cap which contains a tiny 0.188” hole allows the container to vent while still repelling the liquid product.

A Super Seal

“The true test was when one of my co-workers took off the cap and stood on the bottle with only the sealed liner holding the product and it didn’t burst,” jokes King. Floratine uses Enercon’s “All-in-One” sealing head with their Super Seal™ induction sealer giving them flexibility to shift the induction sealer between their two lines without having to change the sealing head.

Achieve a Perfect Seal Every Time

From basic principles to advanced troubleshooting, learn the keys to achieving a perfect seal every time.

Anti-counterfeiting trends, sealing hot fill/retort packages and how advancements in equipment design are improving efficiencies.

www.enerconind.com/sealing/library

Learn more about Bill’s career and leave a message for Bill at: www.enerconind.com/billzito.
Application Story

Vented liner & Super Seal™ prevent leakers and bloaters

Floratine Products Group, Inc. manufactures and packages specialty products that keep golf course grass green and perky.

Leakers and bloaters ... Floratine’s products contain organic components which cause their products to off gas, making containers bloat in warm temperatures and contract in cool temps. This created leaks and unusable jugs of product.

"Packaging became tedious. We were tightening all the caps, using a hand held pneumatic capper. If we didn’t get the it just right, it resulted in a phone call from an unhappy customer with a leaky container or bloated jug.”

– Darryl King
Director of Operations
Floratine Products

Inventing a vented solution...

TricorBraun Performance Systematix & Enercon devised a solution to prevent leaks during transport and container bloating/contracting.

"Performance Systematix’s vented Circumvent® foam liner and a vented Airfoil® heat induction seal provides a tamper-evident and leak proof seal that allows the product to breathe without leaking.

A cap which contains a tiny 0.188” hole allows the container to vent while still repelling the liquid product.

Super Seal™ security seals a vented liner to prevent leaks and bloating.

The container vents during transport and after the vented heat induction seal is removed by the user.

"You can’t put a price tag on dependability. Customer complaints are nearly eliminated, 99% of our problems were solved with the induction sealer. It was a godsend.”

– Darryl King
Director of Operations
Floratine Products

A Super Seal

"The true test was when one of my co-workers took off the cap and stood on the bottle with only the sealed liner holding the product and it didn’t burst,” jokes King.

Floratine uses Enercon’s “All-in-One” sealing head with their Super Seal™ induction sealer giving them flexibility to shift the induction sealer between their two lines without having to change the sealing product.

Achieve a Perfect Seal Every Time

From basic principles to advanced troubleshooting, learn the keys to achieving a perfect seal every time.

The Future of Induction Sealing

Anti-counterfeiting trends, sealing hot fill/retort packages and how advancements in equipment design are improving efficiencies.

Learn more about Bill’s career and leave a message for Bill at: www.enerconind.com/billzito.

If you’re planning on attending the upcoming Pack Expo Show in Chicago, please stop by our exhibit so we can show you the latest induction sealing and do a little reminiscing. Enercon’s booth number is S466.
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Pure BioScience scores the Super Seal™ Touch a perfect 10

"The Enercon sealer installation was quick and painless. We took it out of the box, leveled it, and it was running immediately.

Since installing the Super Seal™ Touch, we have increased production, decreased our downtime, and are more confident about the integrity of our packaging than ever.

On a scale of one to ten, the next time PURE BioScience purchases an induction sealer, the likelihood of it being a Super Seal™ is a ten."

- Andrew Lerch
Production Manager Packaging
Pure BioScience
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